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Starship Sakira is book one in the Best-Selling SciFi adventure series Delphi in Space.. The
series follows the McCormacks and their friends as they drag Earth from a backwater world in
the galaxy to the forefront of interstellar civilizations. They leverage the technology from the
Sakira to build MacKenzie Discoveries into a world-leading technology company and eventually
into an interstellar juggernaut.What would you do if you found a spaceship? Would you call the
government, would you pretend you never saw it, or would you keep it a secret? What would you
do with it? Use it to gallivant around the galaxy, conquer Earth, get filthy rich, or try to improve life
on Earth? Read along and find out how Marc McCormack handles his discovery of a starship.
How strives to convert Earth into a spacefaring world capable of defending itself before it meets
the other civilizations in the galaxy. His dream, a united Earth at the forefront of an interstellar
civilization. He and his brother start planning their next steps, but the one they don’t know how to
prepare for is the arrival of Marc’s twelve-year-old daughter. She comes to spend the summer
with her father. She’s very smart and extremely curious.Marc and his crew need to accomplish
all this without tipping off the U.S. Government and before the Paraxeans come looking for their
spaceship. But they have help, the ship’s AI is on their side, and she’s smart. Starship Sakira is
the first book in the exciting new adventure series Delphi in Space.

"A fantastic follow-up ... Readers who enjoyed Teagan's first brush with disaster will be thrilled to
see her pushed beyond her limits in this winning sequel."―Publishers Weekly on Random Sh*t
Flying Through the Air"This second book about psychokinetic superspy Teagan is even more
suspenseful than The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With Her Mind (2019). The stakes couldn't be
higher ... The suspense, the danger, and the rocket-fueled pace are all turned up to 11 in this
more-than-satisfying sequel."―Kirkus on Random Sh*t Flying Through the Air"This smart,
action-packed novel is tighter than its predecessor, and Ford injects just enough exposition that
new readers will be able to pick up here. Readers will be back for the next entry."―Booklist on
Random Sh*t Flying Through the Air"Furious, frenetic, fun, and "f**k you": All equally valid
descriptions of this book and its punk rock chef/psychic warrior protagonist. It's like the X-Men, if
everybody was sick of each other's sh*t, they had to work manual labor to pay rent, and
Professor X was a sociopathic government stooge. A drunken back-alley brawler of a
book."―Robert Brockway, author of The Unnoticeables, on The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With
Her Mind"Like Alias meets X-Men. I loved it."―Maria Lewis, on The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t
With Her Mind"Ford's debut holds nothing back, delivering a sense of absurd fun and high-
speed thrills that more than lives up to that amazing title."―B&N Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog, on The
Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With Her Mind"Teagan is a frank and funny narrator for this wild ride,
which starts off with our heroine falling from the 82nd floor of a skyscraper and pretty much



never slow down . . . . A fast-paced, high-adrenaline tale that manages to get into some dark
themes without losing its sense of fun."―Kirkus, on The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With Her
Mind"Ford's breakneck pace keeps the tension high, and the thrills coming the whole way
through."―BookPage, on The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With Her Mind"The novel unfolds
cinematically with loads of breathtaking action, a perfect candidate for film or television
adaptation . . . [Readers will] want more."―Booklist, on The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With Her
Mind"Ford's strengths are evident in the taut acton sequences and suspenseful
pacing."―Publishers Weekly, on The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With Her Mind --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJackson Ford is a pseudonym for Rob
Boffard, a South African author who splits his time between London, Vancouver and
Johannesburg. He has worked as a journalist for over a decade, and has written articles for
publications in more than a dozen countries, including The Guardian and Wired in the UK. --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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coincidental.Chapter 1Discovery“Where am I, who am I?” Marc thought as he clawed his way to
consciousness. He could tell he was strapped to some kind of table. It felt like a hospital exam
table; no, more like in a morgue. His mind was empty, as though it had been drained of every
memory, every thought.Slowly memories started to come back. “I’m Marc McCormack,” he
remembered. “I’m in, where am I? Not Boston anymore. We moved to Hawaii. Blake, where’s
Blake?” Marc shouted inside his head. He remembered he’d been with his brother, Blake. He
tried to look around, but his head was locked into place. He tried to listen for another sound, but
it was eerily silent.“Maybe I’m dead,” he thought. “That can’t be, what kind of afterlife would have
you strapped to a table?” He couldn’t see anything. “Open your eyes, stupid.” Marc tried to
make his eyelids work. After a few tries, they opened. He saw, nothing. Just dim light. He could
just make out the ceiling. He tried to move his hands, “Yep, they’re strapped down.”“Come on,
remember!” he screamed to himself. “Wait, my mouth can move.” He spent some time opening
and closing his mouth. He moved his tongue, popped his lips, then he shouted, “Hello!”“Relax,”
a voice said. “It will take you some time to recover. It will go better if you just relax.”“Who are
you?”“I’ll explain everything once you recover,” the voice said.“Maybe I’ll recover faster if you
explain things,” Marc shouted.Silence.“Hey, talk to me!”Silence.“Well, this is a fine mess you’ve
gotten yourself into,” Marc thought. “Remember, damn it!“We were heading back to Honolulu. I
was reviewing the data from our last survey. Last survey, what were we doing? Oh, right, the
sonar test. I’m developing a new sonar. We’re going to announce it soon, take my new company
public. But there was an anomaly in the data, can’t have that. No way the Navy guys would miss
the anomaly. We had to go back and figure out what it was.“We sent the little rover down, Willie,
Blake calls it. It found a cave of some kind. Oh, right, I had to dive down and find out what it
was. Couldn’t just go do another survey somewhere else, had to figure out what was so
strange. The surface of the cave wouldn’t reflect light, probably something about the material.
Of course! That had to be what screwed up the sonar.“So I dove down, used Willie to set the
pace, found the cave, swam inside. Then the water level started to go down. I tried to swim out,
but I couldn’t find the entrance.” Marc dozed off, his mind swimming with the memories.◆ ◆
◆“Huh, I fell asleep,” Marc thought. “What’s wrong with me? Blake has to be going nuts. Where
am I? Oh, the cave.”“Hey, are you going to explain things to me yet?” he called



out.Silence“Come on, my brother is going to be worried about me!”Silence“Damn cave. The
water drained out, and then some light came on. I was in some big room like a hangar. Yeah,
that’s right, there was even an airplane in it. Then a couple of oversized Roombas came in and
beeped at me. I pushed one away and started toward the door where they had come from, then
it came up behind me and stuck me in the ass with a needle. It must have been a drug because
the next thing I remember is I was strapped to this table.“But that was before,” Marc thought. “I
didn’t feel confused when I woke up, mad yes, confused no. Then that voice told me to relax.
Right! Strapped to a table in some underwater cave, and I’m supposed to relax.“Oh shit, now I
don’t want to remember,” Marc thought. “The voice said I was on the starship Sakira. It offered
to make me rich and powerful. I just had to help them. They wanted to take over Earth for their
people. They called themselves Paraxeans from a planet called Paraxea. The voice said they
only needed one continent; they’d let us have the others.“Gawd, aliens, spaceships, this is a
nightmare! They showed me how powerful their ship was. It could vaporize a skyscraper or
wreck a path through a city like a tornado. It was impervious to missiles. They said I could have
whatever I wanted if I helped them.“Why do you need my help, I’d demanded. Then the voice
laughed. It said they would rather gain control in a more subtle way. They’d rather not start a war
and have too much of the Earth destroyed. It said they’d help me take power slowly, make me
rich, then help me take over the U.S. government. Then with the technology, we could force the
other nations to surrender.“What a bunch of crap. Who wants to be ‘King of the World’,
especially if it means betraying humans to some alien race?“Then they made me watch videos
and pictures. Thousands of them. Some of them were horrific; I tried to shut my eyes, but I
couldn’t. I had to lie there and watch all those horrible things happen to people. All I could do
was cry, or scream.”“You’re awake now?” the voice asked.“Yes, what are you doing to me?” Marc
demanded.“I had to test you,” the voice said.“Test me, what for, who are you?”“You can call me
ADI,” the voice said.“Okay, Adi, what are you doing with me?”“I’m getting ready to send you back
to your brother,” ADI said. “He is getting quite frantic.”“He’ll have called for help by now,” Marc
said.“He can’t, I took care of that. None of the electronics on your boat work right now.”“Great,
so it’s just drifting?”“For now. As soon as we finish here, I’ll turn off the suppression field, and
everything will work again.”“Finish here?” Marc asked.“Yes,” ADI said. “Please state your full
name.”“Why?”“So we can move on,” ADI said. “I already know your name is Marcus Alexander
McCormack. You’ve already told me. I just need you to state it.”“Okay, my name is Marcus
Alexander McCormack,” Marc replied.“You have command of the ship, Captain
McCormack.”“What!”“You are now the captain of the Sakira. I’ve transferred the command
codes to your name.”“But wait? How can that be? Why would you? I said I won’t help
you!”“That is why. You’ve shown yourself to be an exemplary candidate, and we are currently
without a captain. I’m the ship’s Autonomous Digital Intelligence, the ship’s computer, but I’m
much more than a computer,” ADI said. “I’ve been tasked with finding a new captain, and you
have just passed the tests. Therefore, you’ve been designated as the new captain. Now we
need to proceed. You will have sufficient time to decide how you wish to handle all of this after



you return to your brother.”“This can’t be,” Marc said. “I must be dreaming.”“I can assure you that
it is all very real,” ADI said. “Now, you should get yourself ready to leave. We can’t have people
wondering where you are until you decide what you want to do.”The restraints holding Marc
down released with a loud snap. Marc brought his hands up in front of his face. He rubbed his
wrists and bent his knees.“Be careful as you sit up. You’ve been lying down for a long time and
you need to let your body adjust.”“How long?” Marc asked.“Eight hours.”“Eight hours! Blake
must be going insane!” Marc said.“He is very worried about you, but he appears to be quite
sane.”“Yeah, well you don’t know Blake,” Marc said. He sat up and looked around. He was in a
very sterile-looking room that brought the morgue analogy back to mind. “How do I get out of
here?”“Stand up,” ADI said. “I’ve opened a panel on the wall to your left. Inside it, you will find
six sets of eyeglasses and comm sets with earwigs. The comm sets are much like the
smartphones all of your people seem to use. The glasses will operate as a head-up display,
giving you access to the comm’s functions via your eyes. If you insert the earwig into your ear,
we will be able to communicate after you return to your boat.”Marc hopped off the table and
stumbled over to the panel that had just opened. “What am I supposed to do?”“The items are
waterproof. I suggest you put one earwig into your ear now, right or left, it doesn’t matter. They
are hollow, so you’ll still be able to hear with that ear. Then you can place the rest in that bag you
have attached to your tool belt. If you put on your breathing apparatus and follow the bot to the
other room, we’ll get you on your way.”A small bot like the one that had given him the shot
showed up and beeped at Marc. Marc backed away from it, eyeing it warily.“It won’t hurt you,”
ADI said.“That’s what I thought the last time.”“Please follow it. It will take you back to the flight
bay where you entered the ship.”“Okay,” Marc muttered. He kept a sharp eye on the bot as he
inspected the items in the cabinet, checking behind himself for its friend.“Once you get to the
flight bay, I’ll reflood it so you can leave. When you’re on the surface, you will be able to
communicate with me anytime you wish. If you press on the earwig for three seconds, it will
activate or deactivate. We will not be able to communicate while you are underwater, but once
you are above, simply talk, and I’ll be listening and can respond. The earwig works by close
proximity to your mastoid bone to conduct your voice.”“Okay, I get it. But what’s this all
about?”“Captain, you should gather your things, return to your brother, then you’ll have sufficient
time to determine how you wish to proceed. I will provide further details as time
progresses.”Marc picked up the items on the shelf. The glasses looked like wrap-around
sunglasses, and what he assumed were the earwigs looked like simple earplugs with a hole in
them. He pressed one into his ear. It slid in, fitting flush with the opening to his ear canal. He
could feel it expand a little and lock into place.“If you press on it for three seconds, you can verify
that it works,” ADI said.Marc pressed on the earwig. “Testing, testing, testing.”“I can hear you,”
ADI replied. This time the sound was coming only in his right ear.“Okay, it works,” Marc said as
he put the other items into the sample bag he’d brought along. Then he grabbed his helmet and
gloves and made his way out of the room, warily following the bot. It took him back the way he
had come in. He was confused about what was happening but decided he would feel a lot



better trying to figure this out on the Mea Huli than wherever he was now.“What about my
brother?” Marc asked.“I’ve restored functions to your boat. He’s now coming back to where you
started your dive. He left the buoy that he attached to your underwater robot’s tether as soon as
he started drifting.”“He must think I’m dead,” Marc thought. “He’s just coming back to clean
up.”Marc followed the beeping bot out the door and down a corridor. Everything looked sterile,
clean, uninhabited. He reluctantly followed the bot to an elevator. Marc hesitated, not trusting
the bot enough to be in an enclosed space with it.“You have to go down to reach the flight bay,”
ADI said.“Okay, okay,” Marc said. He got on the elevator and it immediately descended. When it
stopped, the bot led him down a passage to another door. This one was like an airlock, two
doors separated by a chamber. They were both open. Marc walked through both doors, the
second door closed immediately, and water started flooding in. Marc quickly put on his gloves
and hood, getting them fully seated as the water rose above his knees. He put his helmet and
breathing mask back on and sealed them into place. By this time, the water had risen to his
chest. He grabbed his fins, put them back on, lay down, and swam toward the back of the room.
“This is really a big flight bay,” Marc thought as he kept swimming toward the back.It was only a
few moments more before he felt the water stir and he could see the light from Willie’s floodlight.
“Blake must be back if Willy has power,” Marc thought. He gave a few quick kicks of his fins and
glided out and up to Willie. He grabbed the rear bar and waved into the camera. Willie gave a
few sharp jerks before it started to ascend. “Probably Blake telling me how pissed he is,” Marc
thought. “Wait until I tell him about the spaceship. Gawd, all I wanted to do was develop an
advanced sonar system and make some money. What the heck am I going to do with a
spaceship?” Marc tried to plan what he would do, but his mind was just a jumble. Eventually, he
gave up and just zoned out as Blake kept bringing him to the surface.The water started to get
lighter, and Marc knew he was approaching the surface. He mentally shook himself awake and
prepared to move forward. He knew they needed to distance themselves from the ship until he
figured out what to do. He didn't want someone to notice them spending too much time in this
location. As he broke the surface, he popped off his facemask and yelled, “Blake, I’ll put Willie
away. Set course for test area three and get us out of here!”“What the hell, you were down there
for over eight hours,” Blake yelled back.“Later, just get us out of here,” Marc yelled.Marc
unhooked from Willie and with a couple of powerful strokes, made it to the deck platform of the
Mea Huli. He grabbed the winch cable and swam back to Willie and hooked the cable to the
rover. He quickly pulled hand over hand along the cable back to the platform, levering himself
up onto it. He released the ramp, so it tilted down into the water and then climbed up onto the
main deck and seated himself at the control console. He steered Willie to the ramp while reeling
in the winch. Once Willie lined up with the ramp, he deactivated him and set the winch to
automatically finish the recovery.“We’re good to go!” he shouted at Blake. Then he climbed
down onto the platform again. By this time, Willie was all the way onto the platform, and the
ramp had swiveled up out of the water. Marc inserted the locking pin and disconnected the fiber-
optic cable from Willie, letting it automatically rewind onto its spool.Meanwhile, Blake had the



Mea Huli cranked up to three-quarter speed and on autopilot. There was nothing on the radar,
so he made his way back down to the main deck.“What the hell were you doing down there?
How did you survive for over eight hours?” Blake demanded.“I found a freaking spaceship!” Marc
shouted back.“Don’t mess with me, man!”“I’m not, that thing down there is some kind of
spaceship. It must be huge, two hundred or three hundred meters long and something like fifty
meters tall.”“Captain, your ship is two hundred fifty meters long, eighty-two meters tall and one
hundred meters wide,” ADI said.“Oh great, now I know it wasn’t a dream,” Marc
muttered.“What?”“Nothing. It is a spaceship. I don’t know why it’s down there; I assume it’s
hiding, but it’s there.”Blake was muttering the dimensions to himself, “That’s freaking huge, as
big as an aircraft carrier. It must have a shuttle or something.”“I have an LX9, it is thirty-five
meters long with a wingspan of twelve meters; it was in the flight bay you used. It is designed to
carry up to twenty people. I also have four fighters; they are twenty-two meters long with a
fifteen-meter wingspan. They are in my other flight bay. They are designed to carry a pilot and
weapons officer or second pilot. I’m designed to carry thirty-four fighters and the LX9, but only
four were assigned for this mission,” ADI told Marc via his comm.“Yeah, it has a cutter and four
fighters,” Marc said.“Yes! I always wanted to be an astronaut. I can just see me buzzing the
International Space Station in one of those babies. They’ll be eating their hearts out,” Blake
said. He seemed to have forgotten all his concerns about what had happened to Marc.“Blake,
we can’t do anything like that. We have to keep this a secret.”Blake shook his head a few times,
“Okay, I’ve played along with your fantasy,” Blake said. “Now tell me what really happened down
there.”“I’m telling you the truth!” Marc said. “It’s some huge spaceship, and the ship computer
just said I’m its new captain.”“You must be suffering from nitrogen narcosis,” Blake said.“No! I’m
completely fine, at least as fine as one can be after spending eight hours being probed and
tested by some alien computer,” Marc said.“Prove it,” Blake said.“Here put this in your ear,” Marc
said as he handed Blake one of the earwigs from his sample bag. He gave Blake the bag with
the other comms in it. “Press it for three seconds, then talk to ADI, I’m going to take a shower
and change and hope that you’re right and this is a hallucination.”Chapter 2What’s Next?“Hello,
ADI,” Blake said.“Hello, Cer Blake,” ADI answered. “May I help you?”“So, you’re real?” Blake
asked.“Of course I’m real,” ADI said.“Prove it,” Blake said.“Your name is Blake Augustus
McCormack,” ADI said. “You’re thirty-two years old. You were a fighter pilot in the U.S. Navy until
two years ago when you were forced to eject from your fighter and were burned by the enemy’s
exhaust plume.”Blake knew that most of that could be gotten off the internet, but the details of
how he’d been injured were not public. Only those involved in the incident knew them.“Alright, I’ll
play along, tell me about your fighters.”“What do you wish to know?”“How fast can they go?”“The
fighters are FX4s, and they can reach 0.3 times the speed of light in space.”“Wow, that’s freaking
fast! What about down here?”“In atmosphere, the fighters can travel at one thousand nine
hundred meters per second when above twenty-six thousand Pascals.”“Wait, give me the
numbers in Mach, Gs, and feet,” Blake said.“In atmosphere, the FX4s can travel at Mach 6.2
when above fifty thousand feet and 5.6 when below two thousand feet.”“They’re fast. What’s the



acceleration?”“They can do five Gs acceleration in space and 4.5Gs in atmosphere. Their
airframe can handle eight Gs of stress when turning either vertically or horizontally. The
Paraxeans have approximately the same tolerance of acceleration that you humans have. To
handle the higher G forces, you need to wear a compression suit.”“Been there,” Blake replied.“Of
course,” ADI said. “The FX4 is much more advanced than the Super Hornet you flew.”“How do
you know so much about me?” Blake asked.“I have internet access, and I’m able to get into most
databases,” ADI said. “I started researching you as soon as your brother entered the
Sakira.”“How can you have internet access when you’re four hundred meters below the sea?
For that matter, how can you be talking through this earwig when you’re below that much water?”
Blake asked.“Cer Blake, I’m sorry, that information is restricted. I cannot answer you without
direct orders from the captain.”“Hey, he’s my brother!”“Cer Blake, I have protocols that I must
follow.”“What’s the spec on the cutter?”“The LX9 has a max speed of Mach 5.6 when above fifty
thousand feet and Mach 5.2 when below two thousand feet.”“Okay, that’s nice. Now tell me how
big can the pilot be?” At 6’4”, Blake had been right at the max height for a fighter pilot in the
Navy.“The LX9 is designed for two pilots sitting side by side. It can accommodate one whose
sitting height is less than 1.5 meters. The FX4s have the same specs, but the pilot is forward,
and the weapons officer is behind him. You will not have any problem fitting in the pilot seat of
either craft.”“Hey, ADI, you’re smart. You knew right where I was going.”“Pilots are very similar in
their goals.”“What do the spaceplanes carry for weapons?”“They all have four one-gigajoule
lasers, two pointed forward, and two aft. They also carry a plasma cannon in their nose, and the
FX4s have a railgun as well as an additional plasma cannon in their tails.”“What are the
ranges?”“The plasma cannon has a range of one thousand meters, the laser’s range is six
hundred meters at twenty thousand feet. It drops as the air becomes denser. In vacuum, the
range is one thousand meters. The railgun fires its projectile at plus five km per second in
space; their range is theoretically infinite.”“What are their firing arcs?”“The cannon has a thirty-
degree firing arc, the forward lasers have a one-hundred-seventy-degree firing arc, and the rear
lasers have a two-hundred-twenty-degree firing arc. The railgun has a zero-degree firing
arc.”“Now that’s some serious firepower. What is the takeoff distance?”“For the FX4s one
thousand meters, the LX9 takes one thousand six hundred meters.”“What’s their flight range?”“In
atmosphere, it is virtually unlimited. In space, the flight distance is dependent on the fuel load,
typically, it is three light hours.”“Man, I’m loving those babies. Hey, how do we get them out of the
water? Do you have to bring them up?”“The FX4 and the LX9 can both maneuver in water. They
are airtight and watertight, and the engines can perform with water as the medium as well as
atmosphere.”“What is their speed in water?”“The FX4 and the LX9 can do thirty-two knots
underwater and one hundred twenty knots on the surface before they generate enough lift to go
airborne.”“Even better,” Blake said. He had been holding the bag that Marc had given him after
pulling the earwig out of it. He looked inside, “Hey, what are these glasses for?”“They are similar
to what you would call a head-up display,” ADI replied. “They can also provide full immersion
three-D imagery.”“Wow, I’ve got to check these suckers out,” Blake exclaimed. “But first, I’d



better get to the bridge in case I actually need to drive this boat.” Blake got up, climbed the
ladder to the bridge deck, and sat down in the pilot’s seat. He checked the radar and did a
visual inspection of the horizon.“No ships in sight. Radar’s clear, so let’s play with these things,”
he said as he put a pair of glasses on. “So how does the head-up display work?”“The normal
usage is to inquire data from the associated comm computer. They are in the bag you’re
holding, but when we are communicating, I can take over that function. If you look up, you will
see the menu area; of course, it has been translated into English. If you focus on one item and
blink once, it will activate that item or bring up a submenu if that is appropriate. It can also react
to your voice if you wish.”“Okay, let’s see what darken does,” Blake said. He focused on the
menu option and blinked; a slider came up in the HUD, he moved his eyes to the right, and the
indicator tracked his eye movement. He blinked again and the slider went away.“Nothing
happened.”“Take the glasses off and look at the front.”Blake did as instructed. When he looked
at the other side, the glasses were completely dark; he couldn’t see through them, while before
they had been transparent. When he turned them around and looked through them as he would
when wearing them, they were transparent. “Cool, privacy shades.”Blake put the glasses back
on, “So once I figure out the menu, I can look things up like I do on my laptop.”“That is correct.
You can also customize the menu and create a situational display. For instance, you could have
the ship radar, its speed, direction, and other parameters set to come up with a single menu
click. Then you could quickly check the situation out to determine if you needed to come to the
bridge. Of course, that would require adding wireless connections to the boat’s
instruments.”“Way cool. Now show me the three-D immersion thing.”“Wow, now that is
something else,” Blake exclaimed as the view of the sundeck came up in three-D. Marc was just
coming up the ladder, having freshly showered and dressed.“Blake, you’re still here, you didn’t
abandon ship?” Marc said as he climbed up to the sundeck of their 35-meter yacht.“Hell no, I
didn’t abandon ship! I’ve been up here gathering intel.”When Marc reached the sundeck, he
went to the refrigerator and grabbed two beers. He sat down at the table behind the pilot’s chair,
setting one beer down across the table from him; then, he opened the second one and took a
long drink. Blake did a quick check of the radar and got up to join Marc, grabbing the beer and
opening it.“Well, this is a fine mess we’re in,” Marc quipped.“I’m not sure it’s so bad. We do have
a spaceship and four fighters.”“What did you find out about them?”“They are some serious bad-
ass weapons. You could wreak some serious damage just with the four you have, and that cutter
isn’t too bad either.”“That’s good to know if we ever find ourselves fighting in a war.”“So, you
figure out what you’re going to do with it?”“I really don’t know. The one thing I do know is that we
need to keep it secret.”“Yeah, Duh!” Blake said. “Word gets out, the government will step in, and
you’ll never hear of it again; that is, if they let you live.”“My thoughts exactly,” Marc said. “And you
wanted to buzz the ISS.”“A moment of insanity,” Blake said. “So, what’s next?”“We have to stay
focused on the sonar system.”“Why?”“We need money, we need time, and god knows we need a
plan.”“Okay, I concede your point.”“We need to map a new area out for the fourth trial. It should
only take us two days. Then I can announce and take bids. I’ll sell the design instead of trying to



build the company. That will give us the cash reserves to figure out what to do. You’ll need to
continue the charter business.”“Why do a fourth trial? … DUH, I guess you don’t want to present
the funky data where the ship is.”“Right!”“Captain, I can move the ship if you are worried
someone else will find it,” ADI told Marc.“I think we should just leave things as they are for now,”
Marc replied. “By the way, how do you get these earwigs out of your ear?”“You’re talking to
ADI?” Blake said.“If you press them for eight seconds, they will release,” ADI explained to
Marc.Marc waited until ADI had finished her explanation. “Yes.”“Why can’t I hear her?” Blake
asked.“Captain, I have set the communication up so that I am conversing with each of you on
separate channels,” ADI told Marc. “I can combine the channels if you wish.”“She’s talking on
two channels,” Marc said. “ADI, please combine the channels.”“Thanks,” Blake said.“So why
keep going with the charter business?” Blake asked.“Two things. Money and we don’t want to
draw attention to ourselves. People will think it strange that we have this multimillion-dollar yacht
and don’t seem to be worried about money. You have to be worth a few hundred mil to own one
of these babies and not be running a business from it. And you know the last owners were
running drugs.”“Yeah, I guess that could lead to some serious attention. So, I keep running the
charters, no big deal, I just get three or four a month anyway. Plenty of time to work on a
plan.”“Right, and with Catie coming next week, we don’t want things to seem out of the
ordinary.”Blake winced, “I guess you wouldn’t want to share this with your daughter.”“She’s
twelve! If she finds out, she’ll probably tell her mother, then her mother will freak out and tell the
feds, then we’ll be screwed.”“I don’t think she’d tell her mother,” Blake said. “She can keep a
secret.”“Do you want to bet your life on it?”“No, I guess not. So, we stick with plan A.”“Yes, plan A
until it falls apart, or we have a better plan.”“Okay, I had a couple of questions which ADI told me
I wasn’t important enough to trust the answers to.”“ADI, please explain,” Marc asked.“My
protocols restrict certain information to be solely under the purview of the captain.”“So, what
happens if I tell my brother?”“That is allowed, but you have to tell him or instruct me to tell
him.”“Okay, so tell him.”“Captain, I can only tell him when you explicitly tell me which information
to share,” ADI told Marc“Okay, Blake, ask your questions again.”“ADI, how are you able to
communicate with us when you’re under four hundred meters of water?” Blake
asked.“Captain.”“Please answer the question, ADI.”“I am using a quantum-coupled relay to a
small drone that is sitting on your radar platform,” ADI replied. “I can communicate instantly with
it independent of the media separating us, then it normally relays to your comm unit. However,
since it’s so close to you, it is communicating directly to the earwig using a twenty-gigahertz
channel.”“A quantum-coupled relay,” Blake said with a puzzled look.Marc waved his hand at
Blake, signaling him to be quiet. “How did the drone get on our radar platform?”“Once your
remote vehicle approached the Sakira, I launched a drone to determine what was happening. It
maintained a position close to your boat while you were diving and in the Sakira. When you
returned to your boat, I landed it on the radar platform so we could continue to
communicate.”“What is the range of the relay?”“The quantum coupling has no range limit. The
earwig’s link has approximately one hundred meters of range to the comm unit or the drone,



depending on atmospheric conditions. The comm units have a range of approximately one
thousand kilometers to the drone.”“How will you be able to stay in contact with us when we’re not
close to the drone?” Blake asked.“Captain, that is another subject that takes explicit instructions
to reveal. Should I only communicate the answer to your comm?” ADI asked Marc.Blake looked
startled as his comm cut out and he didn’t hear ADI’s answer to Marc’s question.“Communicate
it to both of us,” Marc said.“The comm units can communicate to one of the satellites that are in
orbit around the planet.”“Geez!” Blake exclaimed.“How many satellites and why hasn’t NASA or
some other space agency found them? Include Blake in the answer,” Marc said.“There are
twenty-two satellites in geosynchronous orbit. They are very mobile, and like the hull of the ship,
they absorb energy directed at them. They will not reflect light or any electromagnetic energy,”
ADI explained.“But they would block out the sun or moon or something,” Blake said.“They are
only two meters in diameter,” ADI replied. “The light or EM energy just wraps around them. At
an altitude of five hundred kilometers, they are insignificant in the field of view.”“What else can
these satellites do?” Marc continued.“They have optical cameras that record activity on the
surface of the planet. They also pick up any EM energy and record it for later analysis. If they
detect a satellite or spacecraft closing in on them, they alter their orbit appropriately until the
object passes.”“How do they maintain geosync at the high latitudes?” Marc asked.“They have
sufficient energy available to augment their orbit to keep it stable.”“That’s a lot of energy,” Blake
said. “What is powering those things?”“Captain?”“Answer the question, ADI.”“They have a fusion
reactor and use a gravitational drive for propulsion.”“A gravitational drive!” Blake slapped the side
of his head. “Now we’re talking …”Marc motioned Blake to be quiet. “A fusion reactor?” he
asked, arching his eyebrows.“Yes, Captain.”“How big is this fusion reactor? And, yes, let Blake
hear,” Marc asked.“It occupies a volume of 3.5 cubic meters,” ADI replied.“Wow, that’s small,”
Blake said.Marc nodded his head as he leaned back in his seat and took another long swig of
his beer.“Well, it looks like we can cure global warming,” Blake said.“I guess,” Marc sighed.
“What is the fuel for the reactors?”“They run on deuterium or helium four,” ADI said.“I’m sorry,
Marc, but beer is not going to cut it,” Blake said as he walked over to the kitchenette and
grabbed a couple of glasses and a bottle of scotch. He poured each of them a generous
amount then sat back down.“Oh, king of all you survey, what do you command,” Blake jested as
he held his glass up in a toast.“Oh shit. Why me?” Marc moaned.“Because you passed the test,”
ADI said.“What test?” Blake asked.“The test I gave the captain when he came aboard the ship,”
ADI replied.“I wouldn’t call that a test,” Marc said. “It was more like an inquisition.”“I already
apologized for the severity of the test. It was necessary to determine whether you were likely to
use the resources of the ship and me for personal gain. The test predicted that instead, you
would use the Sakira's resources to better the entire planet,” ADI said.“Oh, it did, did it?” Marc
scoffed.“Yes, there is only a 0.2 percent probability that you would allow greed and personal
power to guide your decisions,” ADI replied. “While there was a ninety-eight percent probability
that you would focus on saving humanity from itself.”“That’s my brother,” Blake barked. “The
good guy to the very end.”Marc downed the rest of his scotch, leaned back and shook his



head.“I have a headache!” he moaned.Chapter 3Daddy, I’m hereCatie followed her mother to the
gate counter for her flight to Hawaii. “I don’t see why we have to go through all this rigmarole just
so I can fly by myself.”“They don’t want people being able to take children who aren’t theirs onto
planes,” her mother replied. “Besides, parents like to be able to make sure their children actually
get to where they’re sending them. It’s stressful enough having you fly by yourself.”“Adults worry
too much.”“Now be quiet,” her mother said as she stepped up to the gate agent. “Hello, I’m Dr.
McCormack, and this is my daughter, Catie.” It was obvious to anyone that they were mother
and daughter. At 5’4”, Catie was two inches shorter than her mother, but they had the same
face, and both had soft brown hair and blue eyes.“Yes, we’ve been expecting you,” the agent
said as she waved to someone in the seating area.A woman dressed as a flight attendant got up
and came to the counter. She was tall, 5’ 9” with a nice figure, dark auburn hair and a pretty
smile. She walked over to the desk and introduced herself.“I’m Jackie Drummond, I’ll be
escorting your daughter on the plane.”Catie extended her hand, and Jackie reached out and
shook hands with her. “Hi,” she said.“If you’ll step over here, we can finish up the paperwork,”
Jackie said. Catie and her mother followed Jackie to the other end of the counter. “First, I need
to see some ID.”“Here is my driver’s license and Catie’s passport,” Dr. McCormack said, handing
the documents to Jackie. Jackie examined them and checked the data against what she had on
her sheet.“Okay, everything looks good. Now Catie’s ticket?” Jackie asked.“Here you go,” Catie
said, taking the ticket out of her backpack.“Okay, I can take responsibility for Catie now, or we
can wait until boarding time,” Jackie said. “It will be another hour.”Dr. McCormack looked
hesitant about what to do.“Go ahead, Mommy,” Catie said. “I’m just going to sit here and read
my book. You’ll just be fidgeting.”“I’ll sit with her until she gets on the plane,” Jackie said. “She
will not be out of my sight.”“I guess that’s okay,” Dr. McCormack said.“Good, then, Catie, here is
your wristband, you need to wear it until you get to Honolulu.” Jackie snapped the nylon ID
bracelet on Catie’s left wrist. “Next, I sign here that I’ve taken responsibility for Catie,” Jackie said
as she signed the document. “You can sign there, Dr. McCormack, saying you’ve given me
responsibility for her.”Dr. McCormack took the pen from Jackie and signed the document. Jackie
then peeled off a copy and handed it to her. She handed a second copy to the gate agent, then
put the rest of the document back into the portfolio she was carrying.“Okay, Dr. McCormack,
you’re free to leave anytime. Catie, you don’t leave my sight, okay?” Jackie said.“Sure,” Catie
said.“Do you need anything, something to drink or to go to the restroom?”“No, I’m good.”“Then
why don’t we go over there and sit down while we wait. Dr. McCormack, you’re welcome to sit
with us.”Catie gave her mother a smile. “Go on, Mommy.”“Okay, I’ll just leave now,” Dr.
McCormack said as she started toward the stairs.“Who are you visiting in Hawaii?” Jackie
asked.“My father and uncle.”“Do they live there, or is this a vacation?”“They live there now,” Catie
said. “We used to live in Boston, but after the divorce, Dad and Uncle Blake moved to
Hawaii.”“What do they do?”“Dad’s a scientist. He does consulting, and he’s working on some
kind of sonar thing. He used to teach at MIT. Uncle Blake runs cruises on his and Dad’s yacht.
Dad uses the yacht to test his sonar.”“Sounds like you should have some fun there.”“Yeah, I was



there for Thanksgiving, and we went out on the yacht and did some snorkeling and just hung
around. It was pretty cool.”“So, do you have enough stuff for the flight?”“Yes, I have my snacks, a
bottle of water, my Kindle, and some movies on my I-pad.”“Sounds like you’re set.”“I think so,”
Catie said as she pulled her Kindle out of her backpack.“What are you reading?”“A Tale of Two
Cities.”“That’s a pretty adult book for your age.”“I guess. I like to read; Mom and Dad make up a
reading list for me. Daddy said that when I finish this one, he’ll teach me to scuba dive.”“I would
think a Harry Potter book would be a better fit.”“Oh, I read those when I was seven.”“All of
them?”“Sure.”Catie settled back into her seat and started reading. Jackie pulled a magazine
from her portfolio and began to leaf through it. After forty minutes, the announcement for pre-
boarding for Catie’s flight came over the speaker.“That’s us,” Jackie said. “Now’s the time to go
to the restroom unless you want to use the facilities on the plane.”“Yuck, let’s go.”After they used
the restroom, they returned to the boarding area. “Let’s just have a seat again, we’ll be the last
to board,” Jackie said. She looked over at the gate agent who was making the announcements.
He gave her a thumbs up.Catie started reading her book again.“How much do you have
left?”“I’m at eighty percent, so I should finish it before we land. That way I’ll get my scuba lesson
right away, and we can do lots of diving.”“That’s smart. Does your uncle dive?”“He does, but it’s
difficult for him, his eardrum was injured when he got shot down in Iraq,” Catie said.“I’m sorry to
hear that, so he was badly injured?”“Yeah. He lost his left eye, and the left side of his face and
his arm are kind of scarred up.”“Oh, that’s too bad. What did he fly?” Jackie asked after some
consternation.“He flew the F18 Super Hornet. That’s a really hot jet. But you can’t fly in the
Navy with only one eye.”“I guess that makes sense. Is he married?”“No, he used to always have
a girlfriend. But since the accident, he’s been alone, except for Dad. I guess women get
grossed out by the scars. He wears an eye-patch when he takes people on the cruise, so he
looks like a pirate.”“I’m sure he makes a wonderful pirate,” Jackie said. “Doesn’t he have a false
eye?”“Yeah, but it’s all scarred around it, and he doesn’t have an eyebrow,” Catie explained.“Last
call for flight …”“That’s us,” Jackie said.They got up and headed to the counter. “Did I make it?”
Jackie asked.“Yep, and first-class for both of you,” the agent replied. “Have fun,” he said as he
rolled a suitcase out for her to grab.“I will,” Jackie said. “Catie, we got first-class seats, how
about that?”“That’s cool. You’re coming with me?”“I’m not really working; I’m on standby to go to
Hawaii for vacation. So, they had me handle you here, and now that I made the flight, I’ll hand
you off to your father when we get to Honolulu.”“Do you have family in Hawaii?”“No, but my
girlfriend is in the Navy, and she lives there. I’ll be staying with her. Here we are, do you want the
window?”“Sure.”◆ ◆ ◆“Her plane lands in thirty minutes,” Blake said. “So, relax, have a beer.”“I
am relaxed!”“And I’m a monk,” Blake retorted.“Okay, I’m a little nervous. It’s been almost a
year.”“I think she’ll remember you, and you talk to her every week.”“But at that age, so much
changes in a year and the telephone isn’t the same.”“You’re still her dad. Now drink your beer
and shut up.”The two brothers had spent a hard two days on the Mea Huli while they finished up
the fourth trial. During that time, they’d explored the capability of the Sakira. Marc always
brought the discussion and exploration back to creating a sequence of what to introduce to



Earth and when. Soon Blake got frustrated and bored and quit talking about it. It became
Marc’s burden to bear. He created endless scenarios, trying to find one that would optimize the
success of saving humanity from itself while preparing it for the eventual arrival of the Paraxeans.
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RWB, “Beginning of a superb series. A mixture of a contemporary action and adventure story
overlaid with believable SF. Credible characters, interesting plot twists. Highly recommended.”
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interaction with the characters with no long winded descriptions.  Well worth the read.”
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